Algorithms are presented for the optimisation of the luminosity in pp and pp colliders. Their average luminosity is lower than the peak luminosity because the transverse dimensions of the beams increase due to intra-beam scattering, and the beam currents decay due to the collisions with the rest gas and the opposite beam. Assuming that the p are produced during the collision time links the p production rate to the maximum p current. Either the average luminosity or the average number of collisions with exactly one beam-beam event are optimised. The free parameters are the collision time, the initial luminosity, and the density of the beams. Numerical solutions are based on the parameters of the pp option of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and on the p production rate of the p source (ACOL) at CERN. Approximate analytical solutions are also presented.
Introduction
We study the optimisation of the luminosity L in pp and/or pp colliders such as the SPS [1], the LHC [2] , or the SSC [3] . During the collision time T, the luminosity drops with time for reasons which will be discussed in detail below, and 5's are collected in the p-source. The luminosity vanishes during the filling time F of the collider which includes all the times necessary to cycle the magnets, to inject, to accelerate, and to set up the beam-beam collisions and the detectors. The filling time of the LHC is about one hour.
An important collider parameter from the point of view of high-energy physics is the average number n of events in a single beam-beam collision. The view has been expressed [4] that all collisions with more than one event should be rejected in the data analysis. The parameter n is related to the standard machine parameters by the following relation: n = LE/fk (1) Here E is the total cross section for pp or p collisions, f the revolution frequency, and k the number of bunches in one beam. The probability of having exactly one event in a beam-beam collision is given by a Poisson distribution. Hence, the luminosity L1 associated with these collisions is given by:
It is easy to see that L1 reaches a maximum at n=1, all other parameters being fixed. Therefore it is advantageous to start the run with n larger than unity because L1 increases at the beginning, reaches a maximum when n = 1, and then decreases.
Our optimisation maximises either the average luminosity <L> defined by: respectively, the instantaneous luminosity is:
The subscripts x and z label the horizontal and vertical plane, respectively, and y may be either x or z.
The normalised transverse emittances are E = = 41TaYOyaly. Here, a and 
The optimum values of t and no, the value of n at t=O, were found numerically. The result is shown in Fig.3 beam scattering and beam-beam lifetimes which themselves have rather small effects. The total <L1> is simply proportional to the number of bunches. In order to optimise the luminosity <L> for pp colliders, the intensity of the bunches must be as high, and their transverse emittances must be as low as is compatible with constraints a) and b).
In the optimisation of <L> and <L1> for pp colliders the p accumulation rate A and the p intensity N-available from the p source must be taken into account. This is done by optimising <L>/k and <L,>/k with variable bunch populations Ni and collision time T as for pp colliders, and then choosing the maximum number of bunches k which is compatible with A and N-, given by k < AT/No and k < N-/No, respectively, where No is the initial p bunch population. We do not discuss upper limits on k which may arise from the bunch spacing required for the filling procedure or the separation of the p and p beams. The optimum <L1> obtained when A, k or N-, respectively, are held constant is given in Fig.4 which shows that <L1> is proportional to any one 
Conclusions
Our results for the LHC are summarised in Table 2 . We either optimise the average luminosity <L> or the average probability of having exactly one event in a collision <L1>. The fixed parameters are underlined. For pp collisions, we adopt the maximum number of bunches compatible with a bunch spacing of 25 ns, and use the collision time as a free variable. For pp collisions, we fix the collision time T = 1 h, and the p production rate A = 5x10 h- [9] , and calculate the number of bunches k. In order to achieve higher values of <L1> and <L>, all three parameters A, k and the total number of particles N would have to be increased in proportion. 
